Saturn ion starter

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Has happened at approximately 10 times
over the last 2 months when starting the car in cold weather approx 10 degrees fahrenheit or
less the car fails to start when key in ignition is turned. Attempts to start car immediately
thereafter fail to start car. Radio, lights, fan, etc, will turn on but car does not attempt to start.
Security lock symbol and check engine light stay on. If 10 minutes time is allowed to pass, car
will start on first attempt and ecurity lock symbol and check engine light do not light up. There
have been 2 instances where car did not start after trying for an hour with waiting 10 minutes
between starting attempts. Starter has been replaced as well as ignition switch. It is quite
frustrating waiting for 10 minutes in your car to try to start it again when temps are below zero
degrees. This is not the first problem I have had with this vehicle nor was it the last. Just one
that I have documented. The vehicle completely would not start and I had to have it towed to
epperly tire and auto. The day before the car shut off while I was at a red light and it took
cranking multiple times before I could get it to start again. I was told by epperly that this was
because I needed a new starter and the wiring in my vehicle needed to be replaced. I got all
needed repairs. This did not fix the issue, the vehicle is still shutting off while I am driving. My
Saturn Ion will not start when it's cold, I replaced the starter, I replaced the neutral safety
switch, I replaced the ignition switch, I was extremely frustrated. I own a Saturn Ion and when its
cold, car won't start. The passlock illuminates and sometimes takes 30 minutes to restart. I have
been late numerous times for work and was stranded the other night for 30 minutes in the
middle of nowhere in minus 20 degree weather. I am fed up and can't believe there is no recall. I
put the key in the ignition, turn the key to start, and the on board security system passlock
disables the car. I have to wait 15 minutes to try to start the car again. This is an intermittent
problem that has been happening the entire life of the car. The dealership says to replace the
ignition switch, but after a few months it starts happening again. The ignition turns, it's that the
passlock security system sees random key turns as attempts to steal the car and disables the
starter. Very dangerous since it strands you wherever you are. The contact owns a Saturn Ion.
The contact stated that when trying to start the vehicle, the lock out warning light would
illuminate and the vehicle failed to start. The contact stated that the failure would only occur on
an intermittent basis when the temperature was 35 degrees and below. The vehicle was
inspected by a dealer who informed the contact that they would need to replace the starter. The
starter for the vehicle was replaced yet the failure persisted. The VIN was unavailable. The
failure and current mileage was approximately 20, The contact owns Saturn Ion. The contact
stated that in cold weather the vehicle would not start. The contact had to wait 15 minutes
before the vehicle would start. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer who could not find a
problem with the vehicle after a diagnostic test. The dealer suggested replacing the starter and
the contact agreed with the repair. After the vehicle was repaired the vehicle continued to have
an issue starting in cold weather. The contact stated that the manufacturer should issue a
recall. The failure mileage was , I currently own a Saturn Ion I have owned this car since it had
12 miles on it. In my car did not start one morning and since it was still under warranty the local
Saturn dealership replaced the starter. Starting last year this problem returned. When I turn the
starter all the lights come on but the starter wont even try to start. This happens mostly when its
cold, but not necessarily. It happens at all different times of the day, and is very random. I
missed work on more than one occasion and even missed a job interview because of it.
Everything I have read online says you have not done a recall because it is not a safety issue
but last weekend at 1am, when is was 10 degrees outside, I was stranded in the middle of
nowhere because my car wouldn't start. Not only is it unsafe for a single female but that
temperature is below freezing and it is completely unsafe, because I could freeze to death while
waiting in my car for it to start. I purchased a new ignition switch and installed it in the way the
dealership instructed me to, but the car wouldn't start at all after I did that and I had to re-install
the old one. Events leading up to failure I was getting ready to leave for work. The time of day
was 9am. The temperature had been hovering around freezing all night. The vehicle had not
been driven since the previous day at around 9pm. I unlocked my vehicle using keyless entry driver door only. I inserted my key in the ignition, closed the door, pushed the clutch to the floor
while fastening my seatbelt. I then turned the key to the start position. The engine did not start the starter did not engage at all. When I released the key, the security light an amber "padlock"
icon started flashing slowly - once per second. I then followed the restart procedure for this
situation according to the owner manual - simply wait until the light stops flashing, turn the key
to lock, then restart. Ten minutes later, the security light stopped flashing and remained
illuminated. I then turned the key to lock, and then restarted engine. The failure, how often, its
consequences: the vehicle did not start due to a failure of, or a malfunction of, some component
of the factory vehicle security system. It has happened a total of three times between the
incident date and March 30, It only seems to occur when the temperature overnight hovers

around freezing, or drops below freezing. The consequences of this failure for me have been
minimal, but I was very fortunate in each instance to be parked in a safe place, where my
prompt egress was not necessary. I am reporting this situation to the odi because of the
potential consequences of this failure occurring during normal driving - if I stall the engine in
heavy traffic and am not able to restart for ten minutes until the security light stops flashing, I
would be in a very dangerous situation, and my vehicle would present a significant hazard to
other drivers. What was done to correct: nothing has been done to correct this failure, as my
dealership has no current solution. Car will not start in cold weather at night will start in daytime
in cold not a power issue, not starter or alternator some kind of odd wiring issue cause it does
not happen in daytime. Saturn Ion problem starting-every three or four starts, the lock symbol
shows up and car will not start, panel, headlamps, accessories are operating, but starter seems
locked out. After minute wait, it usually starts. I purchased this car new in Dec. I had the car 2
years when I noticed that the ignition would not release the key when I tried to turn off the car.
The ignition switch would not go to the off position nor would it release the key. I had to turn it
on and off many times or put the car into gear and back into park to get the car to off and the
key released. They did replace something but the problem continued. Now the car has been
identified as recall car due to the ignition defect. I have gone to a gm dealership and they have
ordered the ignition switch that the recall was for but no word on the fact that the key will not
release. I have ongoing fears and concerns that unless this key release problem is addressed,
the safety issue will still be there. Maybe covered up or masked by the switch replacement but
not completely fixed. A side note to this is that I had to have a new starter put in because the
starter had developed a 'dead spot' in it, preventing it from starting. I believe there might be a
corelation between the ignition not working properly and the 'dead spot' in the starter. This
would be from me having to start and restart many many times to get the ignition to 'off' and the
key realeased. I need this to be fixed completely and correctly for my safety and the safety of
others. I should not be fearful when I am driving and I should not be fearful when I am shutting
the car off. I need to what the plan is to repair this car completely. Thank you. Car Problems.
Starter problem 1. Starter problem 2. Starter problem 3. Starter problem 4. Starter problem 5.
Starter problem 6. Starter problem 7. Starter problem 8. Starter problem 9. Starter problem
Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Ignition problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Ignition Module
problems. Battery problems. Dash Wiring problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Underhood
Wiring problems. The Saturn has had several reports and at least one recall on the vehicles
concerning starter solenoid problems. The starter solenoid is attached to the starter, and allows
current to flow into the starter when the ignition switch is engaged. Once the ignition switch is
engaged, voltage is sent to the starter solenoid, which closes contacts and continues the flow
of current to the starter motor, which engages the engine of the Saturn. Many problems can
occur when this process is begun in the starter solenoid. The Saturn SL2 has had a recall for
problems with the starter solenoid because of the voltage cable from the battery. In this case,
the terminal on the end of the positive battery cable that runs and connects to the starter
solenoid is defective. This defect of the terminal causes the starter solenoid to short-circuit or
short out, which prevents voltage from engaging the contacts of the starter solenoid. When the
contacts of the starter solenoid do not close, the starter motor does not turn over, which
prevents the engine from engaging or starting. The terminal end of the battery cable needs to be
replaced by the dealership to correct this starter solenoid problem. According to complaint
reports from car review websites concerning the Saturn, the starter solenoid can come loose
from the mounting bracket, which causes the contacts to not make a connection. The starter
solenoid is mounted with a bolt on the outside of the starter motor, and the bolt is sometimes
not tightened to torque specification, which causes the stater solenoid to come loose. When the
starter solenoid comes loose, the distance between the contact points inside the starter
solenoid grows larger, preventing the contacts from making a connection when closed. The bolt
needs to be tightened in order for this problem in the Saturn to be corrected. The Saturn
automobile has had a problem with the starter solenoid burning out because too much voltage
is sent to the starter solenoid. In this instance, the battery causes a power surge when the
Saturn ignition is engaged. This power surge or voltage surge creates a burst of current to be
sent to the starter solenoid, causing the contacts to burn and melt. When the contacts in the
starter solenoid burn, the solenoid burns out or damages the starter motor. Most of the time
when the starter solenoid or starter motor is damaged, the Saturn owner can hear a clicking
noise when the ignition switch is engaged. The starter solenoid needs to be replaced and the
battery needs to be inspected to determine if a voltage surge was the cause of the damage to
the starter solenoid. Horacio Garcia has been writing since , beginning his career as the
spokesperson for Trinity Broadcast Network. Within 10 years Garcia was being called upon to

write speeches and scripts for several state and federal congressmen, local broadcast networks
and publications such as "Readers Digest. Starter Solenoid Burns Out The Saturn automobile
has had a problem with the starter solenoid burning out because too much voltage is sent to the
starter solenoid. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Grey Cloth. One
winner pulled each month! Orin was the salesman that took care of helping me pick out a
vehicle. Jeard did an excellent job on getting the finance side of things handled flawlessly.
Overall a outstanding experience. I would certainly recommend to family and friends. Tyson
immediately greeted me upon arrival. He knew I was interested in the Chevy Blazer and he
allowed me to take a test drive alone. When I returned from the test drive we began to talk
numbers Tyson was very patient and answered all of my questions. We were able to come to an
agreement and I drover my new Blazer home the same day. I had a nice experience working with
Tyson. I am very happy with my new Blazer! Local Trade In! Includes a 3 month or mile
whichever comes first limited warranty. Call us at or email us at dmsales dougmarinemotors.
See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for
financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store for details. Some
fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax
store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here
is updated every 24 hours. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 50 miles. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 9 Manual 1. Engine Type Gas 9. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders 5
4 cylinders 4. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing Photo is not available. Not Listed. Dealer Review:
They were very helpful and the sells team was very professional. New Listing. Title issue.
In-stock online. Showing 1 - 10 out of 10 listings. Sign Up. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Saturn Ion-3 Starter. Select your vehicle
year. Refine by:. Starter part. Quantity Sold. Shop Saturn Ion-3 Starter. Showing 1 - 15 of 50
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Vehicle Fitment - Saturn Relay 2 6 Cyl 3. Part Number: MPA Vehicle Fitment - Saturn Relay 3 6
Cyl 3. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 2 4 Cyl 2. Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of 50 results. Saturn
1998 honda civic owners manual
kawasaki ke100 engine
2003 toyota wiring diagrams
Ion-3 Starter Customer Reviews. Feb 05, Was exactly what I needed and came on the day they
said it would. The only problem was it was delivered to the wrong address because the package
didn't have the address we gave for it to be delivered to. Patricia Guidry. Purchased on Jan 04,
Sep 17, Part came on time and was a great price. Tina Thames. Purchased on Aug 28, Jan 31,
Amazing price and part, thanks! Raul Sanchez. Purchased on Jan 10, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. To understand the clicking noise, you first need to know how a typical,
modern starting system works. When you turn the key or push the button to start the engine, a
control module or the ignition switch energizes the starter relay. A typical starting circuit. You
might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

